
lessons that COVID 19 left 

us and how they will affect 

the near future



In recent months we have been living with surprise The way we interact has

undergone profound changes, we live and experience different spaces. This at

the rate at which the new virus spread throughout the region. The vast majority

of people in the world are surprised that even in the first months of the year we

barely understand this phenomenon, and Possible Size science strives to combat

the pandemic, philosophers and intellectuals have shared their reflections on the

emergency and post-life of the coronavirus., some believe that the epidemic

will spread a new spirit of solidarity. In the face of crises But as has happened

instead of solidarity and cooperation, what has unfortunately unleashed such

phenomena is selfishness, concern above all for oneself and the utilitarian

calculation of how many lives are worth striving to save.

For one thing, desires are another. And today the two things are confused: fear

awakens the desires of a world without evil and injustice, but as soon as it

passes the cozy reality is still there. But looking ahead, preparing for the

future, the questions we ask ourselves are: what have we learned from this

crisis situation? What actions and activities are here to stay? how and with what

can we prepare for similar situations to come?

With all this I will talk about the lessons we have learned during this time of

pandemic and how those lessons will shape our future, in the educational, labor,

development or social aspects.



First of all I will give rise next to the following statements of Daniel

Innerarity, Professor in Political Philosophy at the UPV, who in his

article "Aphorisms of the pandemic", makes these statements regarding

the management lessons learned from the pandemic:

"The first lesson to be learned after a catastrophe is to distinguish

between what must be learned and what must be endured, between the

dysfunctionalities that are due to our mistakes and those that obey the

simple fact that nature does not feel particularly obliged to respect us.“

“Knowing what we are going to learn after a crisis is impossible; if we

already know, we don't need to learn it, and if we're going to learn it, we

don't know now."

"The one who learns the least is the one who gives lessons"

These statements are especially timely, as well as a good preamble to

put into context and help digest the following decalogue of lessons we

have learned during this time of pandemic :
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1. Prioritize employee health care in a

holistic sense.

This situation of cris It has become clear

that it is essential to prioritize health care

and has been valued, to the extent that it

corresponds, transcending the mere care for

exposure to occupational risks.

2. The ability to anticipate and an

agile adaptation are key to be able to

offer an effective first reaction.

Scenarios not contemplated in risk

management plans may always

appear that require the ability to

react, to involve teams, to reinvent

themselves, to adapt productive

capacity to meet demand... and we

can't just trust that we'll be able to do

it, we have to create the necessary

foundations and resources.
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3. Having a clear purpose, strategy

facilitates internal cohesion and linkage

with our stakeholders.

Such cohesion and linkage make it

possible to "do what needs to be done" and

to take action quickly, thanks to effective

decision-making

4. Self-management and virtual

collaboration have definitely been

consolidated as indispensable

elements of work.

Telecommuting has become a

necessity. It is a new form of

organization that is surely here to

stay.
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Technology and digitalization are essential to

adapt to new challenges.

As Darwin said, the strongest does not survive but

the one that best adapts to changes, and for this

digitalization is essential, and creativity as levers

of transformation and success.

Society is supportive and altruistic in the

face of a common front, so as not to leave

anyone behind.

This demonstrates the relevance of

corporate social responsibility, and that

sustainability is key to success.
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The dual effects of school closures and the global economic recession brought with it long-term costs in education and

development, as the government did not react quickly to counter them. This suspension of classes resulted in the loss of

learning, an increase in the number of dropouts and greater inequality; economic crisis, which affected the fall in the supply

and demand of education. These two effects together produced long-term accumulation of human capital, Prospects for

development and well-being, So in my perspective I argue that the lessons in the aspect of education that society turned on
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were:

• online platforms are key: Due to the pandemic, many institutions were forced to move their lessons to the

online environment. This reflects the importance of institutions to keep up with online platforms and

constantly train their teachers to take advantage of them.

• The value of international mobility and partnerships: This resulted in various universities having to come to

the rescue of their international students to support them to return to their home countries. And it is not only

international programmed that have been affected, but also research projects. For its part, QS points out that

those universities with good international connections will find it easier to return to the new normal,

including in the field of research.

• Valuing community: The pandemic has helped people remember that they are part of a community and the

importance of staying in touch. constantly updating us on what's going on and encouraging them to take

advantage of technological tools to connect with other people.
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• Have up-to-date technology: Having digital platforms and necessary technical equipment will not only help

to move them to the online environment, but they can also support them on the administrative side. It is

important that educational institutions constantly check whether their platforms or technologies have not

become obsolete or stop them from responding effectively in the event of a crisis.

CONCLUSIÓN

The pandemic has accelerated irreversible processes of change, driven not only, but to a large extent, by new

technologies. We came out of COVID scarred, but with a lot of learning even though the pandemic and

quarantine came without warning and educational institutions had to adapt quickly to ensure academic

continuity. But the question is, will we return to traditional passive learning in front of a board, or will we

move to a new path focused on the well-being of students and on reducing the profound inequalities of global

learning? What path will educators and schools, parents and students, governments, humanity take?La

respuesta es clara, esta crisis nos permitió analizar, reflexionar y replantearse la educación como la

conocíamos hasta ahora. Ya que no dudo que dentro de unos años e incluso meses se hablara que En el

pasado, el saber se recibía; en el futuro tiene que generarlo quien vaya a utilizarlo. Antes, la educación era

básicamente temática; en el futuro deberá basarse más en proyectos, en construir experiencias que ayuden a

los estudiantes a pensar más allá de los límites de las disciplinas temáticas. El pasado era jerárquico; el futuro

será colaborativo y reconocerá que tanto los enseñantes como los estudiantes son recursos y coceadores
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The coronavirus crisis has spurred the growth of online work. You are experiencing a decisive boost as

Covid-19 forces companies and organizations to impose remote work policies in a world that

increasingly outlaws physical contact. The sudden shift to remote digital work, massively and

overnight, has the potential to accelerate changes in the way we work and in our ideas about work

organization.

Covid-19 pushes for the momentous inflection for the digital transformation of the workplace

Especially for those who do collaborative work in the small business economy So in the future

institutions and different organizations are trying to readapt to labor markets, protection and social

assistance systems and ensure that everyone has the ability to realize the human right to social security

in the post-Covid-19 digital age.

Then we can say that the work of the future will be based on certain fundamental aspects, among

which are the digital ecosystems, a new talent management that is increasingly multidisciplinary and

the new operating models that combine both factors. This will benefit different countries more as

during the pandemic companies increased their praise through digital example
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For those who have this option, and there are certainly millions of

jobs that do depend on physical travel, the temptation to transform the

world of work into the direction of teleworking looks to the future

and very tempting. The technologies that should allow the transition

to teleworking are there. The most obvious thing, it seems to me, is

that our homes are not ready for teleworking or teleeducation. The

price of properties in cities has reduced us all and the spaces in which

we actually live hopefully are enough for the tasks for which they

were designed

.

In the case of workspaces, something similar happens with group

tasks, performance evaluations or the exercise of authority. For many,

school and the workplace are the most important spaces of their daily

interactions, they are the places where they develop the most

significant emotional and interpersonal bonds. If work and school

have become such significant social spaces over the past 150 years, it

is because they are always, too, more than a job and a form of

instruction.





“ Certification, in the form of passports, identity cards and official permits of all kinds, is

one of the great institutional innovations of the twentieth century. Hosted mainly but not

only in the nation states, this certification is also central to in the international

dimension activities as dissimilar as trade, agriculture, education, science or sport. It is

to be expected then that health precaution will be at the heart of a new form of

certification. In fact, in the world of high-competition sport some of these measures

have been in the way for some time.

In these measures, states will be able to move forward faster and more efficiently as

soon as they work in a coordinated manner and with the help of the relevant

international bodies. As a rule, these organizations already have a technical, legal and

practical knowledge that could allow the accelerated implementation of at least the most

urgent measures.
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PASAPORTES DE SAUD DIGITALES
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INCREASE IN PUBLIC SPENDING ON HEALTH FOR 20 YEARS

This is the first genuinely global pandemic in human history. And

it's also the first pandemic where we have a level of scientific

development that is in a position to treat the virus and, in some

time, even to cure it. States are, as a rule, larger and more present in

society after situations like this. The second lesson is that the kind

of institutions that are privileged after such a crisis reflect, to call it

somehow, the main 'generational trauma' of that time.

Because of both lessons, it seems to me to be expected that the

revaluation of public health will be one of the outcomes of this

pandemic. For the rest, in the case of Europe, this is a lesson

analogous to the development of the first wave of welfare states at

the end of the Second World War. Because of both lessons, it

seems to me to be expected that the revaluation of public health

will be one of the outcomes of this pandemic. For the rest, in the

case of Europe, this is a lesson analogous to the development of the

first wave of welfare states at the end of the Second World War.
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The precariousness of the world of work in the twenty-first

century is a well-known reality. For many of us, the possibility of

teleworking and tele-education that gives us security is built on

the basis of the intensification of the insecurity of this job

insecurity. The idea of Universal Basic Income has been

discussed since the late seventies of the last century and has

gradually gained followers. It is true that the evidence for its

implementation in small programs is inconclusive, but the pilot

implementation of an idea that contradicts one of the most

established elements of the capitalist way of life cannot be

compared with the concrete fact that significant parts of the

population are forced to begin receiving their income directly

from the state.

DISCUSSION ON BASIC UNIVERSAL INCOME
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Thanks you


